**AVEK Seeks to Explain Paradoxical Bond Issue**

How do you explain to people that passing a bond issue will end up costing them less than not passing it?

That's the problem facing Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency, according to its president, A. E. Skelton. Skelton revealed that AVEK is under heavy pressure from local water companies and districts to inform the public of the need for approval of bond financing for construction of the AVEK project.

The local water systems are concerned over failure of the AVEK project at the polls earlier this year because these systems need State Project water soon to augment the present supply from the dwindling groundwater reservoir, he said.

"AVEK is being blamed — perhaps rightly — for the fact that so many voters went to the polls with misunderstanding of the water issue," said Skelton. He pointed out that AVEK does not believe in spending taxpayers money for massive publicity efforts. He said this conservative philosophy may have been the prime factor in the defeat of the AVEK proposal, as water purveyors claim.

Skelton said the AVEK board is now attempting to fill this "information gap" by meeting with representatives from many organizations in the area. Purpose of the meetings, he said, is to separate fact from fancy concerning local water conditions and AVEK's solution, and to solicit advice from these groups on how the facts can be made available to the public.

Skelton said there is considerable urgency to this "round table" project because AVEK taxpayers, are faced with large yearly payments for this area's share of State Project construction costs. These payments will average more than $4,000,000 a year for the next 65 years, he said, even though AVEK voters have not approved a system to use water from this source.

Skelton said rejection of the bond issue at the February election will result in higher tax and water costs, but that the reasons for this are complex and difficult to explain in simple terms.
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formance of local water purveyors over the years has also made it difficult to convince many people that this area faces an imminent water crisis.

"Homeowners are insulated from the facts of life about our serious groundwater overdraft because they nearly always get water when they turn on their faucets," Skelton went on. "Hardly anybody realizes how much skill and planning has gone into this kind of service. Fewer yet are aware how dangerously close we are to being unable to provide enough good quality water to our people without supplemental water from the State Water Project."
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